Post-Exam Survey

1. The information that I **remembered best** on the exam I learned by:

2. **Which of the following activities did you do before** the exam? (Circle response)
   A. Used resources from outside the classroom
      1. Listened to most or all of the unit course podcast (T/F)
      2. Studied with other students in the class (T/F)
      3. Studied the online exam study guide constructed by others (T/F)
      4. Listened to the instructor online exam review session (T/F)
   B. Reviewed the assigned readings or audio podcast episodes
      1. Read or listened to most of them at least once (T/F)
      2. Reread or listened to them again before the exam (T/F)
      3. Wrote answers to the study guide questions about most of them (T/F)
      4. Read or listened to most of them before they were discussed in class (T/F)
   C. Review of class lecture notes
      1. Printed or downloaded the lecture PowerPoint slides for class (T/F)
      2. During class wrote additional comments about the lecture (T/F)
      3. Wrote answers to discussion questions about class session videos (T/F)
      4. Reread the lecture notes again before the exam (T/F)
      5. Watched the short music video review of the PowerPoint slides (T/F)
   D. Examination preparation activities
      1. Created outlines for each of the potential essay questions (T/F)
      2. Predicted potential exam multiple-choice questions based on your lecture notes and the assigned readings or audio files (T/F)
      3. Practiced writing answers to several of the potential essay questions (T/F)
      4. Watched short video review by the instructor of the essay questions (T/F)
      5. How many of the recorded class sessions did you watch? ___
      6. How many hours did you spend preparing for the exam? ___ hours
         This includes all the items mentioned above plus studying by yourself.
   E. How many class sessions did you miss (for any reason) before the exam? ___

3. **Which of the following activities did you do during** the exam?
   A. Made an outline of my essay question before writing (T/F)
   B. Marked up the exam question booklet by underlining or circling key words to help make the questions easier to understand (T/F)
   C. When answering essay questions, I looked back at the vocabulary and multiple-choice questions to find more information for my answer (T/F)
   D. About how much time did you take to complete the exam? ___ minutes

4. **Name a couple of changes you will make preparing for the next exam.**

5. Indicate your grade received on the exam (checkmark one): ___ A or B; ___ C or Below
   
---

As soon as you finish, fold this survey in half